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Abstract—Major cellular operators are planning to upgrade to
high-speed 4G networks, but due to budget constraints, they have
to dynamically plan and deploy the 4G networks through multiple
stages of time. By considering one-time deployment cost, daily
operational cost and 3G network congestion, this paper studies
how an operator financially manages the cash flow and plans the
4G deployment in a finite time horizon to maximize his final-stage
profit. The operator provides both the traditional 3G service and
the new 4G service, and we show that users will start to use the
4G service only when it reaches a sizable coverage. At each time
stage, the operator first decides an additional 4G deployment
size, by predicting users’ responses in choosing between the
3G and 4G services. We formulate this problem as a dynamic
programming problem, and propose an optimal threshold-based
4G deployment policy. We show that the operator will not deploy
to a full 4G coverage in an area with low user density or high
deployment/operational cost. Perhaps surprisingly, during the 4G
deployment process, we show that the 4G subscriber number first
increases and then decreases, as the 4G service helps mitigate 3G
network congestion and increases its QoS.

I. INTRODUCTION
As the market penetration of smartphones increases and

more wireless users get used to data services, the existing 3G
networks become more and more congested. As the successor
of 3G, a 4G technology (e.g., LTE, featuring OFDM and
MIMO schemes) better utilizes the wireless resources, and
provides a much higher date rate to enable latest mobile
applications and resolve the network congestion [1]. Besides
this technological improvement, 4G service with a higher
data rate is more profitable than 3G in the wireless market.
According to [2], 4G service is usually priced significantly
higher than 3G even when 4G users keep similar data usage.
Hence, major cellular operators are planning to deploy the
new 4G service. However, they have to carefully plan their
4G deployment roadmap due to budget constraints. If not
well planned beforehand, they may experience an unexpected
financial cut-off. For example, as the 4G pioneer from 2008,
Sprint is now short of money to expand its 4G coverage and
has to request financial help from Softbank in Japan [3]. In
Europe, many operators are also budget-limited and are still
discussing when to deploy 4G [4].
The deployment of 4G network is not an overnight estab-

lishment but a long-term process requiring careful cash-flow
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management. An operator’s budget at a time is determined by
the operator’s initial funding, ongoing revenue collection, and
total cost till now. Revenue collected in the current stage, from
both 3G and 4G services, helps relax the budget constraint for
the next-stage deployment. The collected revenue is affected
by two major factors in the wireless market:

• User density is the number of all potential users in a
unit area who can choose and pay for cellular services.
We observe that in rural areas with a low user density,
it may not be profitable to deploy advanced and costly
4G networks. For example, Verizon densely deployed 4G
networks in populous states like New York, but only
sparsely deployed 4G networks in underpopulated states
like Utah [5].

• Market response is about all potential users’ service
choices, and such a response depends on service qual-
ities (including network coverage, data rate, and network
congestion) and service prices. Users with high QoS re-
quirements prefer 4G service, while those price-sensitive
ones prefer 3G service.

Accompanied with revenue collection, total cost of the 4G
network includes the deployment cost to physically enlarge
the 4G coverage and the operational cost to maintain the 4G
network all the time. More specifically,

• Deployment cost is the one-time expenditure to purchase
and build 4G network infrastructure (e.g., 4G cell towers).
According to [6], the cost to deploy a 4G LTE tower
ranges from US $75, 000 to US $200, 000, depending
on the leasing site. The 4G coverage is approximately
proportional to the number of 4G towers.

• Operational cost is the daily expenditure related to man-
agement and maintenance of 4G network (e.g., energy
and manpower costs), which is approximately propor-
tional to the network coverage according to [7].

To our best knowledge, this paper is the first work that
financially studies the dynamic deployment planning for a
large-scale wireless network, by taking various costs and
market response into account. We consider a finite and time-
slotted horizon.1 At each time stage, the operator first decides
his investment amount to expand the 4G coverage based on
his current budget, and users observing the network update
then choose between the 3G and 4G services. By predicting
users’ dynamic responses to the services qualities, the operator
wants to optimize his 4G deployment planning over time and
maximize the final-stage profit.
Our main results and key contributions are summarized as

follows:
1A finite time horizon is reasonable as 4G has its own advantageous cycle

and may be replaced by another (e.g., 5G) in the future.
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• Financial modeling of cash flow for 4G deployment.
Very few studies have studied financial management in
wireless industry, and they assume the deployment of 4G
is an overnight effort and solve the static deployment
problem without considering the cash flow (e.g., [8] [9]).
Our financial model investigates the cash flow driven by
an operator’s initial budget, ongoing revenue collection
(depending on users’ dynamic subscriptions), and the
total cost for 4G network.

• Dynamic programming formulation for deployment plan-
ning. Since the operator’s current investment decision
affects next-stage budget and revenue collection, we for-
mulate the cash flow management problem as a dynamic
program. The operator wants to maximize his final-stage
budget (cash level) by trading off deployment progress
and budget saving over time.

• Optimal threshold-based policy for 4G deployment. By
solving the dynamic program, we show that it is optimal
for the operator to accumulate the collected revenue till
a threshold for initial deployment. After starting with a
sizable deployment, the operator will gradually enlarge
the 4G coverage conforming to the time-varying budget
constraint. We also show that the operator should not
deploy to a full coverage in an under-populated area, or
if the deployment/operational cost is high.

• Impact of 3G network congestion. We show that the
expansion of 4G coverage helps resolve the 3G net-
work congestion. As the 4G coverage increases, the 4G
service’s subscriber number can first increase but then
decrease as fewer subscribers churn from the improved
3G service to the 4G service.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We briefly
review the related work in Section II, and present the system
model in details in Section III. We analyze the market response
in Section IV, which is useful for the operator to predict and
decide optimal deployment policy in Section V. We study the
impact of operational cost in Section VI and the impact of 3G
congestion effect in Section VII. We present the simulation
results in Section VIII, and finally summarize the work in
Section IX. Due to page limitation, we give all the proofs
in our online technical report [10].

II. RELATED WORK
People just started to study network deployment or upgrade

problems recently. In [11], the Internet service providers
choose between “Upgrade” and “Not-Upgrade”, and pay a
one-time fee for infrastructure upgrade. In [12], Internet
providers choose an investment level to minimize their long-
term security risk in a one-shot static model. In [13], the user
adoption of a new technology and an incumbent technology
is studied without considering network deployment process or
any economic return. In [8], wireless operators’ 4G network
upgrade is assumed to be an overnight establishment, without
considering the time duration and cash flow for deployment.
[9] analyzes the financial impact of pico-cellular base station
deployment by focusing on a static model without considering

Operator Cellular users 
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3G 

4G 

Fig. 1: System model.
the deployment time or any dynamics in user subscription.
Task scheduling with energy constraints in cloud computing
has been studied in [14]–[16], but their optimizations do not
consider the change in payoff due to network update.
All prior works focus on a simplified one-time (static)

network upgrade, and our focus is on how an operator should
dynamically manage the cash flow for the 4G network deploy-
ment. Furthermore, we comprehensively incorporate users’
dynamic responses and various costs in the financial analysis.

III. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a cellular operator, who plans to deploy a

new 4G network in a wireless market2. We consider that the
operator has already deployed a ubiquitous 3G network, and
the area of this market region is normalized to 1. We denote
the user density as ρ in this region, and all ρ users are potential
subscribers to choose the 3G or 4G service provided by the
operator. The operator needs to make 4G deployment decisions
in a time-slotted horizon including a finite T stages, and the
decision-making in each stage t ∈ {1, ..., T } is further divided
into two phases as illustrated in Fig. 1:

• Phase I (Operator planning): The 4G network coverage
at the beginning of time stage t is denoted as Qt−1,
depending on last time stage’s effort. Then the operator
will decide the enlarged 4G coverage by the end of time
stage t, Qt. Therefore, the 4G coverage expansion after
time stage t is Qt −Qt−1 ≥ 0.

• Phase II (Market response): After Phase I, users will
choose their preferred service (or nothing), depending on
the current 4G coverage Qt−1. Such a dependency on
Qt−1 rather than Qt is because that deploying a larger
Qt is still ongoing till the end of time stage t. After
deciding service choices for this time stage, users make
payments once and these payments can be used directly
for ongoing deployment in time stage t.

In the following, we will first introduce the models of 3G
and 4G services including their QoS requirements and prices,
and then specify users’ utility models in choosing different
services.

2We plan to extend this monopoly model to oligopoly model in the
future, where the revenue collections among competitive operators are inter-
dependent and operators have more incentive to deploy earlier as in [8].
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3G service: The subscription fee of 3G service per time
stage is P 3G.3 Subscribers can access the mature 3G network
everywhere at a data rate R3G but may experience network
congestion.

4G service: The subscription fee of 4G service per time
stage is P 4G. Subscribers can connect to 4G network at a
high data rate R4G whenever they are within the 4G coverage
(Qt ≤ 1 after time stage t). According to the ITU standards,
3G and 4G data rates should be larger than 2 Mbit/s and 1
Gbit/s, respectively according to [18] [19], and the 4G service
price is globally 20% higher than 3G according to [2]. Thus
we reasonably assume that the quasi-unit-price of 4G is lower
than that of 3G (P 4G/R4G < P 3G/R3G) 4.
A user’s utility depends on his valuation of the service

choice and the price he pays. We adopt the widely-used multi-
attribute linear-weighted utility function (e.g., [20], [21]), and
define a subscriber’s utility as the difference between his
valuation of the chosen service and the service price. Since
different users have different sensitivity levels towards the QoS
in the valuation, we denote user-specific sensitivity level as α.
We follow a widely-used assumption that α follows uniform
distribution in a normalized range [0,1]. In Phase II of time
stage t+1, given the 4G coverage Qt, a user with sensitivity
α has valuations αR3G and αR4G when choosing the two
services, and his utility when choosing 3G, 4G or none is:





u3G
α (Qt) = αR3G − P 3G, if 3G

u4G
α (Qt) = α[QtR

4G + (1−Qt)R
3G]− P 4G, if 4G

u0. o.w.
(1)

where QtR
4G + (1 − Qt)R

3G is the 4G service’s expected
data rate by considering the actual rate R4G in 4G coverage
Qt and rate R3G in uncovered area 1−Qt. For ease of analysis,
the congestion effect in the 3G network is not presented here
and will be modeled later in Section VII for clear comparison
purpose.
As shown in Fig. 1, in each time stage, the operator in Phase

I needs to decide deployment after predicting users’ responses
in Phase II for revenue collection, and users’ responses are
determined by their utilities. By using backward induction, we
will first analyze the market response in phase II in different
time stages in Section IV, then analyze the operator’s optimal
4G deployment in phase I in different time stages in Section
V.

IV. MARKET RESPONSE ANALYSIS FOR REVENUE
ESTIMATION

In this section, we analyze the market response in Phase II
of time stage t+ 1, t ∈ [0, T ] given the 4G coverage Qt. The
choice of a user with QoS sensitivity α is:

3The subscription fee can be monthly based. We assume a flat-rate fee
model here, which is a common practice in the existing data market [17].

4We consider arbitrary price values and assume that the 3G and 4G prices
are static. This is reasonable as the time scale of each stage is about one
month, but the price is not flexible to change from time to time as users in
practice do not welcome price change.






3G service, if u3G
α (t) ≥ max{u4G

α (Qt), u0},
4G service, if u4G

α (Qt) ≥ max{u3G
α (Qt), u0},

No subscription, otherwise.
For ease of reading, we denote the price difference and QoS

difference as ∆P = P 4G − P 3G, and ∆R = R4G − R3G.
By comparing all users’ utilities of different choices, we can
partition users’ choices according to three α thresholds:

• α(3,0) = P 3G/R3G partitions users in choosing between
3G service and no subscription. A user with α ≥ α(3,0)

prefers 3G service to no subscription.
• α(4,0) = P 4G/(QR4G + (1−Q)R3G) partitions users in
choosing between 4G service and no subscription. A user
with α ≥ α(4,0) prefers 4G service to no subscription.

• α(4,3) = ∆P/(Q∆R) partitions users in choosing be-
tween 3G and 4G services. A user with α ≥ α(4,3) prefers
4G service to 3G service.

Note that α(4,0) and α(4,3) increase with Qt, since the ex-
pansion of 4G network will attract more subscribers to 4G
service.
Based on the above analysis, we can derive the users’

equilibrium subscription in Phase II and estimate the resultant
revenue R(Qt) for the operator in Phase I of each time stage.
The operator’s revenue R(Qt) depends on Qt and is the sum
of subscription fee collected from both services.
Proposition 1. Depending on the 4G coverage Qt, the oper-
ator’s revenue in time stage t+ 1 is:

• Low 4G coverage regime. When Qt < ∆P/∆R, no users
choose 4G service and users with α ∈ [α(3,0), 1] choose
3G. The operator’s current revenue is:

R(Qt) = ρP 3G(1 − P 3G/R3G). (2)
• Medium 4G coverage regime. When ∆P/∆R ≤ Qt <

∆PR3G/(P 3G∆R), users with α ∈ [α(3,0), α(4,3)]
choose 3G, and α ∈ [α(4,3), 1] choose 4G. The operator’s
current revenue is:

R(Qt) = ρ

(
P 4G −

∆P 2

Qt∆R
−

(P 3G)2

R3G

)
. (3)

• High 4G coverage regime. When Qt ≥
∆PR3G/(P 3G∆R),5 no users choose 3G service
and users with α ∈ [α(4,0), 1] choose 4G. The operator’s
current revenue is:

R(Qt) = P 4G

(
1−

P 4G

Qt∆R+R3G

)
. (4)

In low 4G coverage regime, compared with the existing
3G service, 4G service is not attractive to any user, and one
can imagine that the operator should initially deploy beyond
this regime directly, if budget allows. It should be noted that
as Qt increases, the operator’s revenue in both medium and
high coverage regimes will increase. The revenue increase in

5Due to the fact P 3G/R3G > P 4G/R4G in Section III, we can prove
∆PR3G/(P 3G∆R) < 1 and the high coverage regime exists.
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the high coverage regime is faster, as 4G further attracts the
original users out of 3G service and the operator’s market
penetration increases.

V. DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING FORMULATION FOR
OPTIMAL 4G DEPLOYMENT

In this section, we formulate the operator’s deployment
problem as a dynamic program to maximize the final-stage
cash level and analytically solve the optimization problem.
We want to first characterize the deployment policy with
the deployment cost only, which serves as a benchmark to
compare with the additions of operational cost in Section VI
and congestion effect in Section VII6.
A. Dynamic Programming Formulation
Let St denote the operator’s cash level at the end of time

stage t. St depends on three parts: 1) St−1, the cash level at
the end of time stage t− 1, 2) R(Qt−1) given in Proposition
1, operator’s revenue collected during time stage t based on
Qt−1, and 3) the deployment cost from Qt−1 to Qt. S0 is
the initial budget before time stage t = 1. The state transition
function of cash flow is:

St = St−1 +R(Qt−1)− f(Qt, Qt−1), t ∈ {1, ..., T }, (5)
in which f(Qt, Qt−1) is the deployment cost function during
time stage t. We need to make sure that the budget constraint
holds under current deployment investment, that is, St should
be non-negative for any time stage t. We do not allow capital
raise to fill in the cash flow gap.
To manage the cash flow, the operator makes decisions from

time stages 1 to T , that is, to decide Q1, ..., QT . The objective
is to maximize the final profit (cash level), denoted as ST+1,
which consists of 1) ST , the cash level at the end of time
stage T , and 2) R(QT ), operator’s revenue based on market
response to QT . The operator will not further deploy 4G in
stage T . That is,

ST+1 = ST +R(QT ). (6)
By deciding deployment planQt for each stage, the operator

wants to maximize ST+1, subject to the budget constraint
and cash level transition equation. The dynamic programming
problem is:

max
Q1,...,QT

ST+1

s.t. St ≥ 0, ∀t = 1, · · · , T,

St = St−1 +R(Qt−1)− f(Qt, Qt−1),

0 ≤ Q1 ≤ Q2 ≤ · · · ≤ QT ≤ 1. (7)
The deployment cost of enlarging the 4G coverage is mainly

the cost to purchase and set up 4G base stations, and this cost
can be approximated as a linear function of the number of 4G
base stations according to [9]. In our online technical report

6We assume that the 4G spectrum license has already been obtained before
the deployment, so we do not consider spectrum cost in this paper.

[10], we also investigate Verizon’s real data to show this linear
relationship. Thus, we reasonably assume that the deployment
cost function is f(Qt+1, Qt) = Cd(Qt+1 −Qt), in which Cd

is the unit deployment cost to purchase and install 4G base
stations per unit coverage. By substituting the state transition
function of the cash flow in (5) and the final-stage cash level
in (6) into the objective of problem (7), we can simplify the
problem as:

max
Q1,··· ,QT

S0︸︷︷︸
initial budget

+

T∑

t=0

R(Qt)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
revenue flow

− CdQT︸ ︷︷ ︸
total deployment cost

s.t. S0 +

t−1∑

τ=1

R(Qτ )− CdQt ≥ 0, t = 2, ..., T

S0 − CdQ1 ≥ 0,

0 ≤ Q1 ≤ ... ≤ QT ≤ 1. (8)
where the first constraint is the budget constraint to ensure
that the cash level at each time stage is non-negative.
B. Optimal deployment policy
The dynamic programming problem in (8) is difficult to

solve. This is because R(Qt) in the objective and budget
constraints is not concave, and the optimization problem is
not convex.
Lemma 1. R(Qt) is concave within two separate Qt ranges
[0,∆P/∆R] and (∆P/∆R, 1], respectively7, but is just quasi-
concave (not concave) in the entire range Qt ∈ [0, 1].
To make the problem (8) solvable, we decompose the

problem into two convex subproblems by focusing on the Qt

ranges [0,∆P/∆R] and (∆P/∆R, 1], respectively. First, we
define Tth ∈ {1, ..., T } as the threshold time stage, such that
Qt ≤ ∆P/∆R, ∀t ≤ Tth − 1, and Qt > ∆P/∆R, ∀t ≥ Tth.
Due to the budget constraint in (8), the feasible regime of Tth

is:
Tth ≥

⌈
(Cd∆P/∆R− S0)/(ρP

3G(1− P 3G/R3G))
⌉
. (9)

Then, we solve the optimization problem by the following
three steps:
1) Optimal deployment policy before time stage Tth. Given

any Tth value, we find the optimal 4G deployment policy
for the convex optimization problem (8) by optimizing
over Q1 to QTth−1 and replacing the last constraint with
Q1 ≤ · · · ≤ QTth−1 ≤ ∆P/∆R.

2) Optimal deployment policy after time stage Tth. Given
any Tth value, we find the optimal 4G deployment policy
for the convex optimization problem by optimizing over
QTth

to QT and replacing the last constraint with
∆P/∆R ≤ QTth

≤ · · · ≤ QT .
3) Search of the optimal T ∗

th. By changing Tth and com-
paring all ST+1 values given by the two subproblems,

7Recall that ∆P/∆R < 1 as we assume P 3G/R3G > P 4G/R4G .
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we can find the optimal T ∗

th yielding the largest value
S∗

T+1.
By following the first step before time stage Tth, we have

the following result.
Proposition 2. (Optimal deployment policy before time stage
Tth) It is the best for the operator not to deploy any 4G
network before Tth. That is, Q∗

t = 0, 1 ≤ t ≤ Tth − 1.
Based on Proposition 2, we can rewrite the optimization

problem (8) as

max
QTth

,··· ,QT

TthρP
3G(1−

P 3G

R3G
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
revenue before Tth

+

T∑

t=Tth

R(Qt)− CdQT

s.t. S0 + TthρP
3G(1−

P 3G

R3G
) +

t−1∑

τ=Tth

R(Qτ )− CdQt ≥ 0,

∀t = Tth, ..., T

∆P/∆R ≤ QTth
≤ ... ≤ QT ≤ 1 (10)

Since the objective function and the constraints in (10) are
convex, KKT conditions, the first order necessary conditions,
are also sufficient for a solution to be optimal [22]. We show
that the optimal idea is to find the “stopping time stage” T̄th ≥
Tth − 1, such that before the time stage T̄th, the operator will
use all current budget to deploy 4G in each time stage (with
tight budget constraint in (8)); after the time stage T̄th, no more
new 4G network is deployed. The only problem is how to find
the final 4G coverage at time stage T̄th, which depends on
the deployment cost Cd, time length T , and revenue function
R(Qt). Let Q∗

t denote the optimal 4G coverage at time stage
t with Tth ≤ t ≤ T . By solving the subproblem we have the
following proposition.
Proposition 3. (Optimal deployment policy after time stage
Tth) Given any Tth value, there exists a mature deployment
stage T̄th, before and after which the operator has different
deployment strategies. The value of T̄th is determined by
Algorithm 1. The special case of T̄th=Tth − 1 leads to no
further deployment after Tth, i.e., Q∗

t = QTth−1 for any time
stages t ∈ {Tth, ..., T }. More generally, when T̄th > Tth − 1,
we have:

• Aggressive deployment period: In the time stages t ∈
[Tth, T̄th], the operator will use up all his current budget
at each time stage t for 4G deployment, i.e., Q∗

t = Qm
tin (11), the maximum achievable coverage that can be

supported by the budget at time stage t.
• Conservative deployment period: When t = T̄th, the
operator will conservatively upgrade according to:





Q∗

t−1, if Cd > (T + Tth − t)max{R′(Q∗

t−1), R
′(Qm

t )}
q∗t , if Cd ∈ [(T + Tth − t)R′(Q∗

t−1),
(T + Tth − t)R′(Qm

t )]
Qm

t , if Cd < (T + Tth − t)min{R′(Q∗

t−1), R
′(Qm

t )}

in which q∗t is the unique solution to the equation Cd =
(T + Tth − t)R′(q∗t ).

Algorithm 1 Calculation of mature deployment stage T̄th

1: Set t = Tth − 1, Qm
t = ∆P/∆R.

2: if Cd > (T + Tth − t)R′(Qm
t ) then

3: Set T̄th = Tth − 1; STOP;
4: else
5: Set Q∗

t = Qm
t , t = t+ 1

6:
Qm

t = min{1, (S0 +
t−1∑

τ=0

R(Q∗

τ ))/Cd} (11)

7: if
1) Cd > max{(T + Tth − t)R′(Q∗

t−1), (T + Tth −
t)R′(Qm

t )}, or;
2) Cd ∈ [(T+Tth−t)R′(Q∗

t−1), (T+Tth−t)R′(Qm
t )],

or;
3) Cd < min{(T + Tth − t)R′(Q∗

t−1), (T + Tth −
t)R′(Qm

t )}, but Qm
t = 1 or t = T .

then
8: Set T̄th = t; STOP;
9: else
10: GOTO step 5.
11: end if
12: end if

• No deployment period. When T̄th + 1 ≤ t ≤ T , Q∗

t =
Q∗

t−1.
Intuitively, the final optimal 4G coverage requires that the

marginal cost Cd equals the marginal revenue (T + Tth −
t)R′(q∗t ). If T̄th = Tth, aggressive deployment period does
not exist. If T̄th = T , conservative coverage period does not
exist.
After solving the two subproblems in Propositions 2 and 3,

now we are ready to combine their solutions for the global
optimum, by searching through all possible Tth values.
Lemma 2. The optimal Tth is chosen from the following two
candidates:

• Tth = T + 1, that is, the operator will not deploy 4G
network to a coverage level ∆P/∆R;

• Tth =
⌈
(Cd∆P/∆R− S0)/[ρP

3G(1 − P 3G/R3G)]
⌉,

that is, the operator deploys the 4G network to the
coverage level ∆P/∆R as soon as possible.

Lemma 2 helps us limit our attention to two candidates only,
without widely searching all Tth values. Finally, to determine
which Tth candidate is better, we compare their corresponding
final-stage cash levels ST+1: the one that yields a higher final-
stage cash level is the optimal T ∗

th.By following the above decompose-and-compare approach,
we summarize the optimal 4G deployment policy.
Theorem 1. The optimal 4G deployment policy is one of the
following two options.

• No deployment scheme: the operator never deploys any
4G network, i.e., Q∗

t = 0, t = 1, ..., T .
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• Threshold-based deployment scheme: Set threshold T ∗

th =⌈
(Cd∆P/∆R − S0)/[ρP

3G(1 − P 3G/R3G)]
⌉.

– When t ∈ [1, T ∗

th − 1], the operator does not deploy
any 4G network, i.e., Q∗

t = 0;
– When t ∈ [T ∗

th, T ], the operator deploys 4G network
according to Proposition 3.

The special case is that, if the deployment cost satisfies

Cd >

(
T + 1−

⌈
Cd∆P/∆R− S0

ρP 3G(1− P 3G/R3G)

⌉)
ρ∆R, (12)

the No deployment scheme is optimal.
Notice that the right-hand side term in (12) is increasing

in user density ρ, therefore (12) is more likely to hold as
ρ decreases. This tells us that when user density is low, the
operator is unwilling to deploy 4G network. Moreover, if the
time length T is long enough, any one-time deployment cost
Cd is negligible compared to the infinitely long 4G benefit,
and initial 4G deployment will be started as soon as possible.
Proposition 4. Final 4G coverage level Q∗

T increases with
time length T and user density ρ, but decreases with the
deployment cost Cd. As T → ∞, Q∗

T = 1 (full 4G coverage).
As T increases, the operator has more time to collect the

4G revenue. As ρ increases, a higher revenue can be collected
from more users, encouraging the operator to increase the 4G
coverage. Finally, if Cd is large, the operator wants to avoid
high deployment cost by deploying a smaller 4G coverage.

VI. IMPACT OF OPERATIONAL COST
In this section, we model and analyze how the operational

cost affects the operator’s 4G deployment policy, by comparing
with Section V under deployment cost only. The operational
cost (OPEX) is related to daily management and maintenance
of 4G network, which can be approximated as a linear function
of the network coverage with unit cost Co according to [7]
[23]. In time stage t+1, the total deployment and operational
cost is

f(Qt+1, Qt) = Cd(Qt+1 −Qt) + CoQt. (13)
By adding the operational cost CoQt in each time t, the
optimization problem in (8) becomes

max
Q1,··· ,QT

S0 +

T∑

t=1

R(Qt)− CdQT − Co

T∑

t=1

Qt

︸ ︷︷ ︸
total operational cost

s.t.S0 +

t−1∑

τ=1

(R(Qτ )− CoQτ )− CdQt ≥ 0, t = 2, ..., T

S0 − CdQ1 ≥ 0,

0 ≤ Q1 ≤ ... ≤ QT ≤ 1 (14)
By following a similar 3-step solution approach as in Section
V with a threshold stage Tth, we can first propose the optimal
deployment policy before time stage Tth and the optimal

deployment policy after Tth, and finally compare and find the
optimal T ∗

th.Due to page limit, we skip the detailed analysis here. The
Optimal deployment policy before time stage Tth is the same
as Proposition 2 in Section V. And the Optimal deployment
policy after time stage Tth is similar to Proposition 3, by
changing (3) to:





Q∗

t−1, if Cd > (T + Tth − t)max{(R′(Q∗

t−1)− Co),
(R′(Qm

t )− Co)}
q∗t , if Cd ∈ [(T + Tth − t)(R′(Q∗

t−1)− Co),
(T + Tth − t)(R′(Qm

t )− Co)]
Qm

t , if Cd < (T + Tth − t)min{(R′(Q∗

t−1)− Co),
(R′(Qm

t )− Co)} (15)
in which q∗t is the unique solution to the equation Cd = (T +
Tth − t)(R′(q∗t )− Co).
Based on these results, we can search for the optimal Tth.

Recall that in Lemma 2, if there is no operational cost, one of
the two possible choices of Tth suggests the operator deploy
the 4G coverage above ∆P/∆R once collecting enough
budget. However, with operational cost, this choice may not
be optimal as the marginal revenue at coverage ∆P/∆R may
be less than the marginal revenue at the initial coverage level
0.
Lemma 3. The optimal T ∗

th with consideration of the opera-
tional cost, is chosen from the following two candidates:

• Tth = T +1, that is, the operator will not deploy the 4G
coverage to ∆P/∆R;

• Tth = T̃ , which satisfies
R(Q

T̃
)− CoQT̃

≥ R(0) (16)
R(Q

T̃−1
)− CoQT̃−1

≤ R(0) (17)
Lemma 3 shows that it is the best for the operator to

wait until he can immediately reach a sizable and profitable
coverage level satisfying (16) and (17), where the marginal
revenue (depending on the coverage level) is larger than the
marginal revenue R(0) without 4G deployment.
According to the discussion above, by using the decompose-

and-compare approach, we have the following theorem for the
optimal 4G deployment policy with operational cost.
Theorem 2. (Optimal 4G deployment policy with operational
cost). The optimal 4G deployment policy is one of the follow-
ing two options.

• No deployment scheme: the operator never deploys any
4G network, i.e., Q∗

t = 0, t = 1, ..., T .
• Threshold-based deployment scheme:

– When t ∈ [1, T ∗

th − 1], the operator does not deploy
any 4G network, i.e., Q∗

t = 0;
– When t ∈ [T ∗

th, T ], the operator deploys 4G network
according to Proposition 3 by replacing (3) with (15);

– T ∗

th is determined by Lemma 3.
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By comparing the final-stage cash levels of the above two
options, the one that yields higher final-stage cash level is the
optimal choice. The operational cost changes the optimal 4G
deployment in two aspects.
Proposition 5. The operational cost reduces the final 4G
coverage level, and delays the time to deploy the 4G network.
Without operational cost, Proposition 4 tells that Q∗

T = 1
as T → ∞. However, when there exists an operational cost,
and the cost is high enough (R′(Qt) < Co), we can show
that no matter how large T is, the operator will never deploy
4G network. If the operational cost is not that high, to
compensate for the operational cost, the operator will first
accumulate enough budget during a longer time for a sizable
initial deployment coverage.

VII. IMPACT OF NETWORK CONGESTION
In this section, we model and analyze the congestion

effect in the 3G network by comparing to the congestion-free
scenario in Section V.8 Note that the network congestion in 4G
network is incomparable compared to 3G network. Actually,
4G technology is proposed to resolve the network congestion.
The congestion affects the QoS and users’ responses in

Phase II, which should be taken into account into the opera-
tor’s deployment planning in Phase I in each time stage. More
specifically, the revenue function R(Qt) in time stage t under
congestion effect is now different from that in Proposition 1.
Both optimal 4G deployment policies in Theorem 1 and 2 can
be applied by replacing congestion-free revenue function with
revenue function with congestion effect. Due to page limit, in
the following, we only look at the modeling and calculation
of the revenue function R(·).
As 3G users’ traffic increases, the network congestion

increases and reduces the 3G QoS. Let g(·) denote the 3G
congestion cost, which is an increasing function of the number
of the users in 3G network. Note that these users include
not only 3G subscribers but also 4G subscribers roaming
outside 4G coverage. Let Dt denote the number of total users
connecting to 3G network. By incorporating the congestion
effect, given the 4G coverage Qt, users’ utility function
changes from (1) to:

u3G
α (Qt) = αR3G − g(Dt)− P 3G (18)

u4G
α (Qt) = αQtR

4G+(1−Qt)[αR
3G− g(Dt)]−P 4G (19)

We assume that g(·) is linear in user demand, i.e., g(x) =
γx, which is a common approximation (e.g., [21]) to make the
problem tractable and deliver clean engineering insight. When
γ = 0, the results will degenerate to be the same as those
in Section IV. Similar to Section IV, we can partition user’s
choices according to three thresholds:

• α(3,0) = (P 3G + γDt)/R
3G partitions users in choosing

between 3G service and no subscription. A user with α >
α(3,0) prefers 3G service to no subscription.

8Note that we do not directly compare to Section VI as the comparison is
not clean to tell the impact of congestion effect.

• α(4,0) = (P 4G + (1−Qt)γDt)/(Qt∆R+R3G) parti-
tions users in choosing between 4G service and no
subscription. A user with α > α(4,0) prefers 4G service
to no subscription.

• α(4,3) = (∆P −QtγDt)/(Qt∆R) partitions users in
choosing between 3G and 4G services. A user with
α > α(4,3) prefers the 4G service to 3G service.

When there is no congestion effect in Section IV, the three
thresholds are independent of the equilibrium number of users
who choose 3G and 4G service, i.e., Dt. However, when there
is congestion effect, the three thresholds are functions of Dt,
making it difficult to obtain the equilibrium market response.
Despite complexity, we present the operator’s revenue under
congestion effect in Proposition 6, which is quite different
from Proposition 1.
Proposition 6. Depending on the 4G coverage Qt, the oper-
ator’s revenue is:

• Low 4G coverage regime. No users choose 4G service
and users with α ∈ [α(3,0), 1] choose 3G. The operator’s
revenue is:

R(Qt) = P 3GR3G − P 3G

R3G + γ
.

• Medium 4G coverage regime. Users with α ∈
[α(3,0), α(4,3)] choose 3G, and α ∈ [α(4,3), 1] choose 4G.
The operator’s revenue is:

R(Qt) =

P 3G
∆PR3G

Qt
−∆RP 3G + γ(1−Qt)(P

3G −R4G + ∆P
Qt

)

∆RR3G + γ(R3GQt +∆R)

+ P 4G∆RR3G −∆PR3G/Qt + γ(R4G − P 3G −∆P/Qt)

∆RR3G + γ(R3GQt +∆R)

• High 4G coverage regime. No users choose 3G service
and users with α ∈ [α(4,0), 1] choose 4G. The operator’s
revenue is:

R(Qt) = P 4G Qt∆R +R3G − P 4G

Qt∆R+R3G + (1−Qt)2γ

The cutting point between the Low and Medium 4G cov-
erage regime is lower when 3G congestion is considered,
because the 3G congestion encourages users to switch to 4G
service even when 4G coverage is small. We can see that
R(Qt) is greatly influenced by the congestion factor γ. We
will analyze by numerical results the influence of congestion
effect on 4G deployment in Section VIII.

VIII. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we use numerical results to illustrate and

highlight some interesting engineering insights.
A. Impact of User Density, Service Prices, and Time Span

1) The user density: Fig. 2(a) shows that a higher user
density ρ boosts the 4G deployment because there are more
potential subscribers and the total 4G revenue is higher. When
the user density is below a certain threshold, it is optimal for
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Fig. 2: Impact of the user density, time span and deployment cost.
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Fig. 3: Impact of the 3G congestion effect on the revenue and market response.

the operator not to deploy 4G network (See the ρ = 2 case).
This explains why in some under-populated rural area, there
is no 4G development.

2) Time span: Fig. 2(b) shows that the time span T does not
change the optimal 4G deployment progress in the aggressive
deployment stage (Tth ≤ t ≤ T̄th), but it does change the final
4G coverage level Q∗

T . Shorter T decreases T̄th in Lemma 2 of
Section V, the time stage when there is no more deployment.
Larger T increases the final 4G coverage. Intuitively, as the
time span T decreases, the operator has fewer time stages
to collect the revenue from the newly deployed 4G network.
Therefore, the operator stops at an earlier time stage for
deployment and saves the deployment cost. We can also
observe from Fig. 2(c) that, if T is long enough, the operator
deploys a full coverage 4G network as the long-term 4G
benefits outweigh the one-time deployment cost.
B. Impact of Deployment and Operational Costs

1) Deployment cost: Fig. 2(c) shows the 4G deployment
roadmap as a function of time and deployment cost Cd. A
larger deployment cost will reduce the final 4G deployment
coverage, and delay the initial time stage when the operator
starts to deploy. Actually, it can be proved theoretically that
QT decreases with Cd (see [10]). The operator starts to deploy
4G network later because he needs more time to collect enough
budget to reach sizable coverage ∆P/∆R.

2) Operational Cost: Fig. 4(a) shows that a larger oper-
ational cost delays the deployment timing and reduces the
final 4G coverage level. The difference between operational
cost and deployment cost is that, there is no deployment cost

once the 4G coverage becomes stable, but the operational cost
always exists. If the time horizon T is large enough, with
only deployment cost, the 4G network will always reach full
coverage. However, with operational cost, if the difference
between the marginal revenue R′(Q∗

T = 1) is smaller than
the operational cost Co, the 4G network will never reach full
coverage no matter how large T is, according to Theorem 2.
This is illustrated in the case of Co = 3 in Fig. 4(a).
C. Impact of Congestion Effect

Fig. 3 shows the impact of the congestion effect with
coefficient γ on the market response and revenue, depending
on different 4G coverage levels. Fig. 3(a) shows that, when
the 4G coverage is small but still attractive to users (between
0.2 and 0.5), there are more 4G subscribers when there is 3G
congestion, but when the 4G coverage is large (more than 0.5),
there are fewer 4G subscribers. This is because, the increase
in 4G coverage initially eases the 3G congestion, but later
aggravates the 3G congestion since more 4G subscribers con-
nect to 3G network. Fig. 3(b)(c) further show that congestion
effect reduces the total subscriber number and the operator’s
revenue.

Figs. 4(b)(c) show that the congestion effect delays the
deployment timing, because the revenue collected over time
is smaller and the operator needs more time to collect enough
budget to reach the initial coverage threshold ∆P/∆R. If the
operational cost Co is low, the final 4G coverage decreases as
the congestion factor γ increases, as shown in Fig. 4(b). But if
the operational cost Co is high, the final 4G coverage increases
with γ, as shown in Fig. 4(c). One possible explanation for
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Fig. 4: Impact of operational cost and congestion effect.
these two different directions of final 4G coverage versus
congestion factor γ is as follows. When the operational cost
is high (Fig.4(c)), the final 4G coverage is relatively low
(around 0.7), thus the 4G subscribers are relatively low. The
3G congestion mostly results from 3G subscribers. So the
increase in γ encourages the operator to deploy more 4G
coverage to ease 3G congestion effect. When the operational
cost is low (Fig.4(b)), the final 4G coverage is relatively high
(around 0.9), thus the 4G subscribers are relatively high. The
3G congestion mostly results from 4G subscribers who access
3G network. So the operator instead decreases 4G coverage
when 3G congestion factor γ increases.

IX. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we conduct financial analysis for 4G network

deployment. We model the operator’s cash flow management
as a dynamic process through a limited time horizon: at each
time stage, the operator decides the 4G deployment level
with the budget constraint. The goal is to maximize the final
cash level, which can be formulated as an optimization prob-
lem, and we solve the problem using dynamic programming.
A practical and easy-to-implement optimal 4G deployment
policy is proposed. In the first phase, the operator always
exhausts the capital for deployment. In the second phase,
the operator strategically sets the coverage level, which will
remain unchanged in the third phase. We find that the operator
delays the 4G deployment timing and reduces the final 4G
coverage level if there is operational cost because the marginal
revenue becomes smaller. We further consider the congestion
effect in the 3G network and show that it results in a lower
total subscription level, a lower revenue, and a smaller final
4G coverage.

There are several future directions. First, we may consider
the discounted cash flow, and the reduction in deployment
and operational costs due to technology advancement. Second,
we may also consider uncertainties in user response, as some
users may not be rational enough to make optimal decisions.
Finally, we may consider the bandwidth reallocation between
the growing 4G service and traditional 3G service.
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